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Limitless™

Limitless™ in Crystal Blue

The Limitless™, by its very name, offers limitless features but
yet, it will fit into almost any backyard! Designed off our highly
sought after model, The Ultimate™, The Limitless™ offers all of
the features of The Ultimate™ but is reduced in width to 12’ 6”
and is available in both a 26’ and 30’ version. The reduced width
enables this feature-packaged pool to fit into backyards where
space is limited.
The Limitless™ offers a full size built-in square spa that
integrates seamlessly into the overall pool design. The built-in
spa has the option to either run off the pool filtration system or
operate through a separate filtration system and heating unit.
The spa has some clever overflow channels with two spillover
ledges, through which water cascades into the pool, creating a
beautiful waterfall effect.
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DEEP END
SPLASH DECK

The Limitless™ has a splash deck at the shallow end of the pool
that is ideal for fun and relaxation for all members of the family.
The kids love playing in the shallow water, especially the young
ones. The splash deck has a broad entry step onto the splash
deck and then from the splash deck down into the pool making
entry and exit into the pool easy.
In the deep end, The Limitless™ offers a deep end swim out
bench and entry and exit step for swimmers. The depth of The
Limitless™ enables even the tallest of swimmers to get a decent
swim and the deep end area is ideal for swimming and playing
water games.

SHALLOW END

LENGTH
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SHALLOW END DEPTH

30’

12’ 6”

4’ 3”

6’

26’

12’ 6”

4’ 3”

5’ 7”

*Some measurements rounded
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